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A Trekker always completes his mission. Since Nash joined the Galatic Alliance as a Trekker his life

has purpose. His latest mission? Retrieve a microchip with sensitive information on it.Only,

thereâ€™s an obstacle.The microchip is embedded in the body of a slave. A human one. Who also

happens to be beautiful and the woman of his dreams.Now Nash has to decide how to get the

microchip, complete the mission, and save the girl.Ellora's life used to be perfect.Living on a small

human colony in the outer rim was a good life until the plague wiped out her entire planet.As the

only survivor, she was sold into slavery and spent years serving others. She wants out of her dismal

existence. But slaves can never escape.But when she meets a Trekker from the Galatic Alliance,

suddenly she has hope.The two must figure out the connection between the microchip and the

plague or they could lose everything. Including each other.Presenting the Trekkers, a standalone

series from  Bestselling Authors Terra Wolf and Juno Wells. All stories end with a HEA and no

cliffhanger!
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Romance Novella, Standalone, No CliffhangerReading Platform: Kindle UnlimitedMy Rating: Three

Disappointing Stars***I very seldom rate a book 3 stars or less since I know the author has put their

time, effort and hard work into the story but in all honesty, I would have rated this book two stars

had I not truly liked the concept, storyline, and world building for this story. I also truly enjoyed the

characters who I felt were unique, intriguing as well as engaging. I was totally smitten with the two

protagonists of this story, cocky, half human/half Droqo, alien Trekker Nash and beautiful,

strong-willed Ellora who was a true heroine. I was completely in awe of her tenacity and fierce

determination to survive, despite the harsh treatment she endured through her life as well as the

deplorable conditions in which she was forced to live, She was an exceptionally intelligent young

woman forced into slavery against her will. And the sexual chemistry between Nash and Ellora was

off the charts hot. If the authors decide to edit and republish this story, I will be more than happy to

reread the book and revise my review, but until then, it's a no go for me. As I said, the concept,

storyline, and world building were entertaining but the lack of editing completely destroyed the book.

I'm usually pretty lenient when it comes to a few mistakes but I'm sorry, I simply cannot praise a

book with this many grammatical errors. Poor sentence structure, multiple sentence fragments,

missing words, missing articles and prepositions, incorrect modifiers and descriptors, wrong

pronoun and verb tense, missing punctuation, overuse of the word that were all present in almost

every paragraph.

This is my first book to read by Terra Wolf, but not my first book to read by Juno Wells. There is not

doubts as to why a person would want Juno Wells to help write an Alien Romance Novel. Juno is

very, very good at it. I will have to say that after reading â€œNash: Trekkersâ€• I will definitely look

into some more books by Terra Wolf. â€œNashâ€• takes you to outer space to worlds that you can

only dream about. The book is short and fast past and well written. Terra and Juno grab your

attention at the beginning of the book and keep it till the very end. The story line and the character

all work into the story line perfectly. There are fights, aliens that half human aliens and nasty aliens,

shootâ€™em ups, a plague, and SEX!!! What is not to want? This book is recommended for mature

readers 18 years of age or older.Nash is a Trekker and he and his comrades always completes their

missions. Now that he is a Trekker his life has new meaning. He and his comrade Aevar are sent to

the planet surface to find an alien named Lazio about the plague and to retrieve a microchip that

may help them find out who started the plague and why? The plague wiped out whole races of

aliens and humans. Nash didnâ€™t was totally caught off guard when Lazio told him had to take a

female human slave that had the microchip imbedded in her body near her heart, and she was the



woman of his dreams as well. Now he needs to know how he can get the microchip, complete his

mission, and save the human slave.Ellora is a human slave whose entire planet is wiped out by the

plague. Well, all except her!!! Since she was the only survivor she was sold into slavery. She has

been serving other people for years and she wants out.
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